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Sulyma Katerina
UI/UX DESIGNER, WEB DESIGNER, 23 000 ГРН.

 16
апреля     Город: Киев

Возраст: 25 лет
Режим работы: полный рабочий день, удаленная работа
Категории: IT, WEB специалисты, Дизайн, творчество, Реклама, маркетинг, PR

Войдите или зарегистрируйтесь на сайте как работодатель, чтобы видеть контактную информацию.
Описание

KATERYNA SULYMA

Location: Kyiv, Ukraine

Portfolio: behance.net/katherinesulyma

SUMMARY

As a Web Designer, I am passionate about advancing my career in web design. With a solid foundation in
design principles and a flair for creativity, I am poised to apply and refine my skills in a professional
setting. I am seeking opportunities that will allow me to leverage my experience, collaborate with
seasoned professionals, and make impactful contributions to web design projects, all while continuing to
grow my expertise in this dynamic field.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Junior Web Designer                                                                                                                     Projector Jun 2023 - Mar
2024

Gained essential expertise in interface design and user experience (UX), enhancing my grasp of
core web design principles and techniques.
Experience by working with Aspichi company
Enhanced my proficiency in crafting both desktop and adaptive designs, focusing on
responsive layout techniques and user-centric principles.
Conducting competitor analysis, researching target audiences, developing site architectures,
creating mind maps, sourcing references, and crafting wireframes and prototypes.
Experience by working with Bitchin company
Developed a deeper understanding of web design principles, including wireframing,
prototyping, and user experience (UX) optimization.
Improve skills in creating mobile design

Talent Sourcing Consultant                                                                                                                Ciklum Jul 2021 - Sep
2023

Focused on identifying and interviewing suitable candidates for positions in the IT and design
sectors
Active using recruiter tools (boolean search, X-Ray search, LinkedIn Recruiter, Djinni, etc)
Reporting and reviewing documentation for client vacancies
Preparing reports and maintaining documentation for client vacancies, ensuring clear and
ongoing communication with clients
Leveraging my strong understanding of IT technologies and frameworks

SKILLS

https://jobs.ua/rus/resume/kiev
https://jobs.ua/rus/login/?return_url=/rus/resume/pdf/1185594
https://jobs.ua/rus/register


Design and Prototyping: Figma, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign,
Wireframing and Prototyping
Project Management and Collaboration: Jira, Miro, GitLab, Collaboration and Communication,
Agile and Scrum Methodologies
User Experience: User Research, UX Design, Interaction Design, Responsive Design,
Accessibility Standards, User Feedback Analysis
Web Design: Webflow, UI Design, Visual Design, Problem-Solving, Prototyping
Creativity: Logo Design, Visual Design, Icons, Adaptive Design
OS: Windows, Linux, Mac
Other skills: Conducting Briefings, Critical Thinking
Languages: English(B2), Spanish(B1), Ukrainian(C2), Russian (C2)

EDUCATION
“Web Design” course at Projector                                                                                                               Nov 2023 - Mar
2024

Successfully completed the "Web Design Junior" course at Projector School, where I acquired
fundamental knowledge and skills in interface design and user experience (UX)
Deepened my understanding of key principles and methods of web design, including competitor
analysis, audience research, site structure creation, mind mapping, reference searching,
wireframing, prototyping, as well as desktop and adaptive design development
Link to the related certificate - drive.google.com/file/d/1hFwwBtcU0zaaNCh9_mKV5FC_W_bP6cgW/view

“Web Design and Webflow” course at Alpaca School                                                                                Jun 2023 - Oct 2023

Successfully completed a comprehensive UI/UX design course, where I acquired essential skills
such as user research, wireframing, prototyping, and visual design. This achievement has
equipped me with the knowledge and tools necessary to create intuitive and aesthetically
pleasing user interfaces and experiences.
Link to the related certificate - drive.google.com/file/d/1Q8XXUmRaeIKfMkx4VjPnCRJWijSKQfht/view

Bachelor and Master Degree in Philology                                                                                                                           
 2023
Borys Grinchenko Kyiv University       
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